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Are you ‘confused.eu’?

We are still receiving emails and seeing endless social media posts from
people asking if they need to be legally resident in order to keep living
in the EU, or are concerned that their healthcare and state pensions will
end after the Transition Period.
For the past three years we have been warning everyone that they
should get their residency affairs in order well before Brexit. Yet still,
some are saying they will ‘wait to see what happens’ while social media
posts suggest there are many who simply don’t know. One does wonder
where they have been for all these months!
If you know fellow Brits with their heads in the sand, then please show
them this newsletter and tell them the real facts.

So once again, here is how the Withdrawal Agreement effects you...

The Withdrawal Agreement (WA) covers all UK nationals who are legally resident in an EU member
state at the end of the transition period (31 December 2020). So if you are within the scope of the WA you
will be able to continue living more or less as you do now.
You will be able to apply for, or obtain automatically (depending on the choice made by your country of
residence) your new, obligatory, post-Brexit residence status and permit, which will mention that you
are covered by the WA. If you have lived in your host country for 5 years and already hold a permanent
residence permit, the WA says that it will be possible to exchange that for a new-style permit with few
formalities.
Please remember, the EU countries concerned will be putting into place their own procedures for updating
your resident status to the post-Brexit system. To all those who have asked about this, just keep an eye on
your country’s Government web pages and begin the transfer process as soon as it is announced.
Citizens rights provisions within the Withdrawal Agreement apply only to UK citizens who are legally
resident in an EU member state at the end of the transition period (31 December 2020). Anyone seeking
to move to the EU after that period will not be covered and like nationals of other non-EU countries, will
have to go through the immigration process in their chosen country as a third country national.
By the way, forget ‘no deal’. The Withdrawal Agreement is ‘signed and sealed’ so ‘no deal’
no longer applies. Any media mentions of ‘no deal’ can only apply to the Trade Agreement
which does not impact the Withdrawal Agreement.

Healthcare and State Pensions

Healthcare and State pensions are both written into the Withdrawal Agreement which is
now an international treaty and cannot be changed. So regardless of what you may read
on Facebook or what the DWP has suggested in recent letters, the annual State Pension
increment will continue for life for all those who are legally resident by the end of the
transition period, as will their current healthcare arrangements.

However.....

There is always a ‘however’ and by now, it should come as no surprise that Brexit is full of unknowns. The
foregoing should give some comfort for all those who are retired. But for anyone working or running a
business, things get more complicated.
more......
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Continuing free movement is not within the Withdrawal Agreement. British in Europe is
campaigning actively on this, but the UK Government’s plans for immigration will make it difficult. So as
things stand, freedom of movement won’t continue. If you want to move to another EU country, you will have
to comply with that country’s requirements for third-country nationals.
For anyone working or running a business, it is important to understand the distinction to be drawn between
‘frontier workers’ and the ‘cross-border’ provision of services. According to EU rules, ‘frontier workers’ live in
one country but are (physically) employed or self-employed in another. They return once a day or at least once
a week to their country of residence. The right to continue doing this is protected under the WA.
Until 31 December 2020, if you have a registered business providing services in your host country (for
example, as an architect or tour guide), you have the right to offer those services in another EU country without
setting up a company or branch there. But after that date, loss of free movement rights will mean that you
won’t have an automatic right to work cross-border or offer these cross-border services in other EU countries
as you do now, unless you meet the conditions for a ‘frontier worker’ (being physically present and working in
another EU member state, and returning once a day or at least once a week to the country of residence).
The basis on which you might be able to do this in future is not settled, and will depend on what services you
are offering and if you have to provide them physically in the other EU country, as well as generally on national
rules in your host state and the countries where you wish to provide services. This is a complicated area and
you will need to research and obtain advice on your individual case. Do keep an eye on Government web sites
for information regarding any new documentation you will need.

Still Confused?

The following was prepared for those living in France by Christopher Chantrey, who with Kalba Meadows,
provided much of the foregoing information. Christopher is a member of the ECREU team and a founding
member of British in Europe which lobbies on our behalf. He is also vice-Chairman of the British Community
Committee of France and has first class links with the French Government and our own Embassy in Paris.
Although prepared for UK citizens in France, the following general principles will apply across the EU. The text
includes links for UK Citizens in France.
Some points from the foregoing are repeated here, while the articles which follow outline the situation in
certain other EU countries. While some issues are repeated, there are certain differences for UK citizens in
those countries. For a much more detailed explanation of the Withdrawal Agreement, please see the series
of articles explaining all aspects on the British in Europe web site at: https://britishineurope.org/ See also
Important Note on page 10.

Living in France post-Brexit

(Also worth reading if you live in another EU country!)
The UK left the European Union at midnight Central European Time on 31 January 2020.
Under the Withdrawal Agreement (WA), an international treaty with direct effect, ratified in January by the
UK and European Parliaments and by the European Council, UK nationals living in France (in this case) as
of 31 December 2020 (a finite population!) are guaranteed to retain their right to live, work and establish
businesses in France. The same applies for those living legally in another EU member state for as long as they
remain resident in that country.
Healthcare rights under the S1 scheme and the aggregation of pension contributions earned in different EU
member states remain in place for life, for the finite population mentioned above. Under the WA, the UK is
committed to maintaining cost-of-living increases to UK state pensions paid to retirees who are resident legally
in any EU27 country at 31 December 2020.
The inclusion of most (but by no means all) of our citizens’ rights in the WA is due to a large extent to the
painstaking advocacy and lobbying work carried out over the last three years by British in Europe, which since
the referendum has attended over 150 high-level meetings in London, Brussels and other EU capitals, with the
aim of safeguarding as many of our citizens’ rights as possible post-Brexit.
more......
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The provisions of the WA and how they will affect you are explained in detail at britishineurope.org and
francerights.org. Please also visit regularly the British Embassy’s Living in France guide at https://www.
gov.uk/guidance/living-in-france and the French Ministry of the Interior’s Brexit guide at https://brexit.
gouv.fr/sites/brexit/accueil/vous-etes-britannique-en.html.
In France, all UK nationals and their family members (assuming they do not also hold French nationality)
legally resident in France on 31 December, will be required to apply for a new residence permit under the
Withdrawal Agreement. They will have to apply by 30 June 2021.
Those who already hold a Carte de Séjour Citoyen UE/EEE/Suisse séjour permanent, will be able to exchange that card free of charge for
the new WA residence permit.
The Ministry of the Interior has now closed the on-line residence permit
application website for UK nationals which it opened last October,
because that website was designed for the specific case of a no-deal exit
by the UK from the EU, which as we know has not happened.
The Ministry has undertaken to update that website so that it can receive
applications for the new WA residence permit. The updated applications
website is expected to re-open in early July 2020. We advise you to
apply as soon as possible after the site re-opens.
However, the Ministry stresses that if you have already applied for a
residence permit on the earlier no-deal Ministry website, you do not
need to make another online application. Your application is being
stored and will be processed by your local préfecture before the deadline.
Please note that this exemption ONLY applies to people who have applied through the No-deal portal.
People who have ongoing ‘normal’ applications before their prefecture (not made through the 2019 No-deal
portal) will need to apply again when the residence permit application website re-opens.
So until July 2020, you do not need to take any action regarding your future residence permit, and there
should be no need to make any changes to your present healthcare arrangements (including those under the
S1 scheme). Keep an eye out for the relaunch of the residence permit application website, and use this time
to make sure you are properly registered for healthcare (e.g. for S1 holders, register your S1 at your CPAM
office).
If any French official appears not to be able to take account of the provisions of the WA, it may be useful
to produce the French text of the WA which is available at https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/FR/
TXT/?uri=CELEX:12019W/TXT(02).
Among the lost rights that British in Europe intends to continue to fight for, if it can secure sufficient
funding, are:
• the right to vote in municipal and European elections
• the right to stand as a candidate in municipal and European elections
• the right to freedom of onward movement to other EU member states (essential, for
example, for highly mobile professions such as IT and other consultants, and multicountry seasonal activities in the world of tourism)
• the right to cross-border provision of services (essential for many activities such as
consultancy, translation, interpreting, etc)
• the recognition of professional qualifications after the end of the transition period
• family reunification rights for families with non-EU members wishing to return to the UK
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Social Media - ‘The Answer to the Ultimate Question of
Life, the Universe, and Everything’.
There is constant chat on social media about all matters Brexit, including what can appear as ‘definitive’ advice.
The trouble is, much of it can be as factually informative as the answer ‘42’ to ‘the Ultimate Question of Life,
the Universe, and Everything ‘ in Douglas Adams’ The Hitchhikers Guide to The Galaxy.
For example, there was some recent excitement around posts which suggested the EU is to issue a residence
card for all Brits legally resident in the EU at the end of this year.
Even Politico published the headline ‘Brits in the EU to get common residence card’ explaining that: ‘The
European Commission has decided to create an EU-wide biometric residence document for all British
nationals living in the bloc by the end of the post-Bruit transition period.’
Unsurprisingly, this was quickly assumed to be a card issued by the EU, but in fact, it means nothing of the
sort. It simply refers to an EU Commission ‘Implementing Decision’ that cards issued by each country should
follow a common format, so each EU country can identify those UK citizens who come within the scope of the
Withdrawal Agreement.
So to follow on from the previous articles in this newsletter, you will still need to apply for whatever card will
be issued by the country where you live.
Meanwhile, in Adams’ comedy science fiction story, a supercomputer
called ‘Deep Thought’, took 7½ million years to come up with ‘42’ as the
answer to the Ultimate Question of Life, the Universe, and Everything, an
answer which is meaningless because the beings who instructed it never
actually knew what the question was.
Now that does sound vaguely familiar......

......Talking of ‘Deep Thought’

Just as Douglas Adams’ supercomputer couldn’t come up with a sensible answer, it seems the European
Commission could do with indulging in some ‘deep thought’ of its own.
Top marks for coming up with a standard format for our new registration cards - shame they have forgotten
to include Permanent Residency, the one key piece of information essential for securing our future rights.
Fortunately, our own ‘supercomputer’ - the combined brains of our coalition, British in Europe - works
somewhat faster than Adams’ Deep Thought, and spotted the problem straight away.
BiE has now alerted the European Commission to the fact that its proposed format does not
include any mention of the card holder’s right to Permanent Residence.
As BiE points out, the differences between the status of Permanent Residence and ordinary residence under
the terms of the Withdrawal Agreement are ‘absolutely fundamental’. The holder of Permanent Residence
does not have to satisfy the same conditions as Third Country Nationals for work, study, having sufficient
independent means and (save for workers) having health insurance. They are also entitled to be absent from
their State of residence for up to five years, whereas those without Permanent Residence lose all rights under
the WA if they are absent for as little as six months in a year - except in the special circumstances.
BiE points out that if there is no indication of Permanent Residence on the card, border guards and officials
would have no idea if the card holder was entitled to stay in the country, and it could be assumed the holder
was not entitled to the rights guaranteed by the Withdrawal Agreement.
As BiE state: “It is essential a document intended to evidence rights makes it clear whether the rights in
question are those of a Permanent Resident or not. In our view, the format dictated by the Implementing
Decision puts Member States in an impossible position legally and creates unnecessary practical difficulties.”
You can read the full BiE submission with legal references by downloading this pdf:
https://www.ecreu.com/pdfs/bie-paper_ec-implementing-decision.pdf
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Transitioning in Spain

In Spain, the transition period is being monitored by the British
Embassy, with a few major problems and some misinformation
regarding residency cut off dates.......
The Embassy issued a Facebook post last week to reassure UK nationals that
there is no deadline for registering as resident on the TIE (Tarjeta de Identidad
Estranjero). A person will fall under the Withdrawal Agreement as long as they are legally resident
here by the end of the year.
During the next few weeks (or maybe months) UK nationals will no longer be issued with the green
residency certificate but rather with the Tarjeta de Identidad de Extranjero (TIE). However, the
requirements to register for the first time to get one will be the same as they are now - i.e. proof of sufficient
income and healthcare - because EU law still applies during the transition period.
Earlier in this newsletter, we mentioned the EU standard format for residency documents to be issued
to UK nationals who fall under the Withdrawal Agreement. The Embassy advises that the Spanish
government will use this guidance to finalise the process for the introduction of the TIE. As it hasn’t been
clear exactly when the Commission guidance would come and therefore when the TIE could be introduced,
the Spanish authorities have introduced blocks of residency appointments, the current session ending in
the middle of March.
For the time being, they are continuing to issue the green certificate. The Embassy said It remains to be
seen whether they will introduce the TIE from the middle of March, or whether they will open a new block
of appointments at which the green certificate will again be issued. They will update us and ECREU will
keep members informed.
Remember that both the green residency card and the TIE are - and will - be valid proof of your residence
and status as a ‘beneficiary under the Withdrawal Agreement’.
The Embassy continues its round of meetings with
UK people in Spain. We are supportive of their
continued initiatives since we know from friends
and neighbours that there are still many Brits in
Spain who believe that they do not need to register.

New Ambassador and the Consuls in Alicante discussing
Brexit with British organisations in Alicante

In addition, the large number of motorhome
owners who come to ‘winter in Spain’ are still not
understanding that they will not be able to just
wander around Spain for six months with impunity.

There are many Facebook pages which are still giving false information about the transition year and
the years after Transition. Please use your knowledge gained from ECREU newsletters to correctly
inform anyone you know who does not understand what will happen.
Many of you have asked about the right to vote in local elections. This right must be agreed by the Spanish.
Although we believe that it is likely, we wait for that final agreement. It helps, of course, that we now have
an official Government in Madrid!
ECREU will be attending the last Embassy Stakeholder workshop day in Madrid at the end of March and
we will continue to cooperate with the Embassy and Consulates to assist British citizens with information
about their rights and obligations. In particular the large number of swallows in Spain may have their
travel arrangements affected, so we will report any difficulties and holdups to the Consulates.
Finally thank you to all who have made themselves available for journalists (not always a very trustworthy
breed!) over the past few months... and congratulations to our members who have told us of their success
in passing the citizenship exams and struggling through the bureaucracy to become a Spanish passport
holding Spanish citizen!
Margaret & Gerald Hales - spain@ecreu.com
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Confused in Finland

There was a lot of confusion at a recent British Embassy meeting
regarding residency registration in Finland.
Brits who have been here for many years and are registered with the police
(as it was then) are contacting the migration offices or ‘Migri’, to ask if they
are registered properly. Migri are saying that most people are - you can’t get
anywhere in Finland without registering - but the Brits do not have any evidence that they
can show to prove they are legally resident here.
Migri is also saying that UK citizens don’t need any evidence as yet. However, representatives from the
Ministry of Interior at the Embassy meeting stated that ALL Brits will have to register again (permanent or
under five years) and will need evidence that they are legally resident in Finland.
Many in the audience became a little annoyed because Migri told them they were legally registered and yet the
Ministry of Interior are saying they still need to bring evidence when they re-register. They were confused as
to why, when they are clearly registered with Migri, they have to prove what the Ministry of Interior already
knows, as it is the Ministry that holds the documentation.
There was even a suggestion that people obtain a certificate from Migri at a cost of 45€ just to prove
something that the Finnish Ministry of Interior already has and knows.
In fact, according to recent comment from the Police: “When a person’s identity
is confirmed in relation to a police assignment and that person is found to be a
foreign national, their right of residence will be also checked.” So evidently, the
police can check if someone is not legally resident in Finland suggesting the
whole process is pointless.
It does appear that legal residents who have not been legally living in
Finland for a minimum of five years will have to register each year until
they get the five years permanent residency. This registration will not be
free of charge, whereas those who have gained permanent residency will
be issued with a permanent permit at no cost.
However, the official from the Ministry of Interior did say that this was not yet confirmed, which is
the problem we are all facing now - legislation hasn’t been passed as yet, so everything could change.
On a personal note, as we see extreme weather bringing floods to UK, gales to Spain and drought to Portugal,
the Finnish winter has been exceptionally mild with no real cold weather and just patchy snow. The long
range weather forecast predicts that Finland will get ‘warm’ weather from Russia in the next few weeks. So I
doubt I will be using my new skis any time soon!
Stephen Cole, ECREU Member, Finland - Stephencole2010@gmail.com

Brits in Portugal and the Transition Period

There was a recent meeting at the British Embassy in Lisbon between
representatives of British communities here in Portugal and
representatives from SEF, IMT, Dept for International Trade, Higher
Education and the health service. The aim was to inform us all about
the transition period and how it relates to us living in Portugal. Below
is a summary of the main points.
We are now third-country nationals but retain our EU citizen rights until the end of the Transition
Period, 31st December 2020. A notable date is 30th June 2020 after which it won’t be possible for the UK
government to extend the transition period. Because of this, many decisions cannot be finalised so many
questions will remain unanswered until later. But there are some things we do know.....
more......
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The main message from everyone giving presentations at the meeting is the necessity for all UK citizens living
in Portugal for more than 183 days a year, to get legal residency. Only legal residency protects the rights of the
individual under the Withdrawal Agreement. There are two forms of residency: 5-year initial residency often
referred to as ‘temporary’ residency, and permanent residency which is granted after 5 years.

Temporary Residency

This is the usual route for residency and requires a trip to your local Junta de Freguesia and Câmara. You
will be issued with proof showing that you come under the rules for EU citizens. Provided you can prove
conclusively that you began living here before the 31st December 2020, you have until the end of June 2021
to apply for residency. However, it’s strongly advised that you take up residency as soon as possible. To retain
residency you must spend a minimum of 183 days in Portugal per year. In future passports for Brits will be
stamped and used as proof. If you arrive from the UK by a land border your passport will be stamped when
you enter the Schengen area and you would be wise to retain all receipts for fuel, hotel, campsites etc. to offer
as proof of your presence in Portugal. To be even safer, ask for a ‘fatura’ and give your fiscal number to ensure
your presence in the country is logged onto the government database.

Permanent Residency

This is granted after your temporary residency has expired. It can also be granted by declaration where you
prove to SEF (border agency) that you have been resident for 5 continuous years but have not requested the
initial 5-year residency. For this you will need physical documents but as each case is dealt with individually,
there’s no definitive list that proves residency by default. Owning property and paying utility bills are not proof,
but paying social security and producing pay-slips.
Permanent residency is retained even if you spend up to 5 years outside of the country, which differs from the
temporary residency of 183 days.

Travel rights outside of Portugal after the Implementation Period

After the Implementation Period, the EU is introducing its new travel security system known as ETIAS
(European Travel Information and Authorisation System). UK citizens not resident in an EU country and
wishing to travel to Portugal or any other Shengen area country, will need to register with ETIAS. In theory,
no airline or ferry service will take their booking without an ETIAS. If you are a UK Citizen legally resident in
Portugal, you will be able to spend time in other Schengen (EU) countries without using ETIAS, but you can
only spend 90 days in any 180 within the whole of the Schengen area, except for Portugal. The area extends
throughout continental Europe but doesn’t include Ireland, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus or Romania.
As soon as the transition period is over you will need to exchange your EU citizen residency card, for a third
country national card. This applies to both temporary and permanent residency cards. This is done at an SEF
office up to 6-months after the end of the transition period. The European Commission has decided to create
an EU-wide biometric residence document for all British nationals living in the bloc by the end of the transition
period. This is so that Brits resident in the EU have a uniform physical document that helps them prove their
residence status and continue to be able to exercise their rights.
It will have the same format in all member states, and will look like residence permits for other third-country
nationals. The only difference would be an “Article 50” mention and an indication of whether it was issued
under a declaratory or a constitutive system.
For travel between the UK and Portugal, it is hoped that Brits will continue to use the E-Gates, but nothing has
yet been decided as to how this will work in practice.

Driving Licenses

Driving licenses were not covered in the Withdrawal Agreement and the EU has devolved the treatment of UK
licenses down to each individual country. The advice by IMT is to register your UK license with IMT and wait
to see what the bilateral talks between Portugal and the UK agree upon. If your UK license was issued before
1997 you may have driving categories that were given without testing. If we are forced to swap licenses and you
wish to retain these categories, you will need to prove that you have passed the relevant test e.g. motorcycles
over 125cc. You can book a test in Portugal or you might find it easier to do it in the UK when you next visit.
more......
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Healthcare

Portugal has a residence-based healthcare system just like the UK. This means that if you are legally resident
in Portugal, you are entitled to state healthcare on the same basis as a Portuguese citizen. You don’t need a
Social Security number for this, just your residence permit and your passport. Your health number is known
as a ‘Number de Utente de Saúde’.
If you are visiting Portugal and become ill you will be able to access healthcare and if you have an EHIC
(European Health Insurance Card) you will be treated free-of-charge or at a reduced cost. UK-issued EHICs
will continue to be accepted until the end of the transition period.
One detail we are asked to stress is that if you receive a UK pension you should request a form S1 from the
Overseas Healthcare Team in the UK (0044 191 218 7777) for both yourself and your spouse. It’s free and it
means that the Portuguese national health system can reclaim the costs of your healthcare that would have
normally been covered by social security contributions during periods of work here. Whilst we have access
to the Portuguese NHS through residency few of us have covered this cost with contributions. The UK NHS
uses the same system to cover the costs of Portuguese pensioners in the UK.
Once you receive your S1 you need to take it to your local social security office and register it. Make sure you
keep a copy to show the health centre when you register for your health number. If you return to the UK as a
visitor, take your S1 with you to receive free healthcare under the NHS should you need it.
You should apply for a Portuguese-issued EHIC if you are registered with the Portuguese Social Security and
have a NISS or if you are resident in Portugal, have a health number, but are not entitled to an S1.
Finally, please pass on this information to any Brits you know, particularly those leading isolated lives and
who don’t know what their rights are or what to do about them.
Sue Fletcher - contact@ecreu.com

ETIAS – European
Travel Information
and Authorisation
System
ETIAS is an electronic system
which allows and keeps track of
visitors from countries who do not
need a visa to enter the Schengen
Zone.
All UK citizen visitors to the EU (Schengen Zone) will be required to register on-line with ETIAS. Airlines and
ferry companies will not accept bookings without proof of ETIAS registration. This how the authorities will
know if anyone exceeds the 90 days in 180 limit.
ETIAS was to be introduced from 2022, but the launch has now been delayed until 2023. In the meantime,
A valid passport will be required and this will be stamped on entry and exit of the Schengen area. There are
fines for exceeding the 90 day time limit.
For full details, go to the Schengen ETIAS web page at: https://www.schengenvisainfo.com/etias
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£3m Government grant for support groups in EU

The UK Government says the funds will support organisations set up
to help UK nationals living in the EU who may struggle to complete
residency applications so that they can stay in EU countries.
This is a list of organisations which have been granted a proportion of the funds:
UKNSF Coverage
Bulgaria.......................................AIRE
Cyprus..........................................SSAFA (veterans only), CIFSA
France
Nouvelle Aquitaine....................SSAFA (veterans only
Dordogne ..................................Franco British Network, SSAFA (veterans only)
Paris, Brittany, Normandy,.......IOM
Germany......................................IOM (all regions apart from those covered by SSAFA)
Hamburg, Bremen, Niedersachsen,
Nordrhein-Westfalen.................SSAFA (veterans only)
Greece..........................................AIRE
Iceland.........................................AIRE
Italy...............................................IOM
Norway.........................................AIRE
Poland..........................................IOM
Portugal
Lisbon, Algarve..........................IOM
Slovakia.......................................IOM
Spain
Catalonia, Balearics ..................Age in Spain Partnership (65+ only)
Madrid.......................................IOM
Alicante .....................................Babelia
Murcia........................................IOM
Andalucia (inc Malaga)..............IOM

Neither ECREU nor BiE are able to provide such advice on a personal basis
across all EU countries, so if you do need help, please locate the appropriate
organisation in your country from the list.
Unfortunately, the Government criteria for applications excluded ECREU and
BiE. But we will carry on as before with advocacy, lobbying and making UK
citizens aware of key Brexit issues.
ECREU continues on a voluntary basis, while BiE really needs support to cover
the considerable expense of its activities across the EU and UK. So if you are able,
please support the BiE crowdfunding drive from the link below.
Roger Boaden - rogerboaden@ecreu.com

ECREU is a founding member of the coalition of groups,
British in Europe, and our team members serve on key BiE
committees. BiE needs your support to continue its advocacy and
attend government meetings around Europe. If you can help,
please go to the BiE website: https://britishineurope.org
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Important note: Explanations of the Wthdrawal Agreement in this Newsletter are designed to help UK
citizens in the EU by giving them a general overview of the Withdrawal Agreement and our understanding of its
provisions. Anyone who wants advice on the Withdrawal Agreement on which they intend to rely should consult
a practising lawyer. We are a campaigning group and not in a position to give legal advice. Expat Citizen Rights
in EU (ECREU) and British in Europe are unable to accept liability for any loss or damage sustained directly or
indirectly as a consequence of any statement or omission in these explanations.

AVIATORS OF THE BATTLE OF BRITAIN CONCERT - 15 May
This year marks the 80th anniversary of the Battle of Britain which
unfolded in the skies over Britain between July 10 and October 31 1940. If
the battle had been lost, Britain would almost certainly have been invaded
by Nazi Germany and the history of France and the whole of Europe
would have been changed!
This year, RAFA Île-de-France is supporting a project by the Fondation
de la France Libre for installation of a monument at Le Tréport in
memory of 117 fighters of the Free French Air Force who disappeared
without their remains being found. The inauguration is scheduled for
June 13.
Then on Friday 15 May, there is a memorial concert at Église
Saint-Christoph-Javel, 28 rue de la Covention, Paris 15ème
Orchestre Symphonique « Le Violon d’Ingres » (Direction : Claude RAYMOND)
ELGAR - BEETHOVEN - WALTON - VAUGHAN WILLIAMS - STRAUSS - WALFORD DAVIES
Violin solo: Marie-Laure GOUDENHOOFT (1st violin at the Opéra National de Paris)
Oboe solo: Arlène TOUB
TICKETS: 20 € (Students and Children 10 €)
Tickets from FNAC, CARREFOUR, GÉANT, U SHOPS, INTERMARKET - www.fnac.com, www.carrefour.fr,
www.francebillet.com and on site the day of the concert

Need to contact someone at ECREU?

If an email address is not shown in this newsletter, please email to: contact@ecreu.com
Spain - spain@ecreu.com

At the time of writing, ECREU has more than 11,200 members in all EU countries
plus the UK:
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark

Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Ireland

Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta
Netherlands
Poland

Portugal
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
United Kingdom

Don’t forget we are on Facebook!
Take part and post on to your friends...
...Click the logo:
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